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Goal
Data Acquisition / Preparation

❑  Download 120GB Wikipedia data dump

❑  Parse out all ~13 million articles

○ bz2 → xml → wiki markup → cleaned .tsv

○ Preserve categories, authors, cited domains, etc.

❑ ‘Talk’ pages include quality & importance values 
for their corresponding actual pages

○ Map quality/importance to actual pages

❑ Identify and display problematic Wikipedia articles, in hopes 
that it will prevent misinforming viewers and bring issues to the 
attention of editors.

Methodology 

Results 
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WikiClassify

Research Challenges

❑ Determining what kind of web infrastructure best suited our 
needs. This includes cost, speed, scalability, ease of frontend 
use, and backend support.

❑ Parsing and cleaning the entire 120GB Wikipedia data dump is 
difficult because editing standards across the site aren’t always 
followed, many fringe cases to handle, large size.

❑ Selecting a language model that can train and backtest quickly 
and accurately on natural language.

❑ Displaying relevant information to the user in a meaningful way

Motivations and Objectives

❑ Motivations

▪ Wikipedia is the #7 most popular website, gets hundreds of 
millions of views per day – worth improving.

▪ Wikipedia has many systemic problems, such as editor bias 
and uneven subject quality and coverage.

❑ Objectives
▪ Classify the quality and importance of every article on the 

English Wikipedia, based upon Wikipedia’s grading scheme.
▪ Display classifications by extending Wikipedia’s user 

interface through a chrome extension & host backend on a 
website.

Language Models

❑ Doc2vec is able to solve analogies with 78% 
accuracy of the following types: country-capital, 
country-currency, city-state, sex-familial 
relationships, adjective-adverb, opposites, 
comparisons, etc.

❑ Accurate nearest neighbors recommendations for 
both words and documents.

❑ Ability to use a path finding algorithm, such as A 
star, to bridge concepts between any two words.

❑ Classifier is able to predict quality and 
importance with 50% accuracy.

Semantic Modeling / Classification

❑ Doc2Vec feature extraction

❑ Logistic classifier

Web Infrastructure

❏ Ruby on Rails
❏ Deployed on Amazon Web Services with a 

PostgreSQL database instance
❏ Import classified data into database with libpq++, 

and display article data through a rails model

Deliverables

Website

❑ Allows for search of desired Wikipedia article

❑ Displays article classifications and other data 
pertaining to article

Chrome Extension

❑ Adds additional functionality to the Wikipedia 
site through the use of an improved UI

❑ Displays relevant information such as quality, 
importance, categories, etc. to the user

❑ Classifies text into categories and displays it to 
the user on the webpage
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